Working in partnership to deliver a skills course to social work apprentices: avoiding technological determinism
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The challenge

In this case study, we discuss how we worked in partnership as learning developers to support first-year students completing a new undergraduate social work apprenticeship. Our focus is on our work with the second cohort of students, who started their programme in January 2021—nearly a year into the Covid-19 pandemic. We had taught on the programme during its inaugural year in 2020, when teaching rapidly moved online due to the pandemic. The initial move online was very much a process of trial and error; some teaching strategies that worked well on campus could not be replicated online. For example, Microsoft Teams—the video-conferencing software we used—emphasised a single presenter, which hampered the organic development of student-tutor interactions. In addition, we felt the online environment encouraged information giving, which jarred with the discussion-centred approach we had emphasised in our previous teaching.

Reflecting on our experiences in 2020, we challenged ourselves to explore with the second cohort how we could foreground dialogue in an online space to encourage student-led learning. Specific factors influenced our plans. The students had one day a week available for university study, as the rest of their week was devoted to work-based learning. This constrained the amount of time available for us to work with them. All the students were mature learners; some of them had not studied formally since completing their GCSEs in secondary school. They needed to write a 3,000-word reflective essay of
degree standard within eight weeks of starting their apprenticeship. Our aim was to support the students in developing their knowledge and skills so they could confidently undertake this assignment.

We were asked to work with the students during seven compulsory academic skills sessions. The embedding of skills sessions to help students’ transition into university-level study has grown as part of the widening participation agenda in higher education (e.g., Boyle et al., 2019; Cairns et al., 2018; Minogue et al., 2018). However, academic skills sessions have been criticised for dictating vague, non-transferrable ‘top tips’ to students (Wingate, 2006; 2015), and such approaches can reinforce academic writing as being implicitly white, male and Anglocentric (Dippold, 2019; Sperlinger et al., 2018). Remote teaching could be seen to exacerbate some of these concerns. Richards and Pilcher (2020), for instance, polemically argue that online delivery can further entrench study skills as a key pillar of neo-liberalism in higher education.

Live online sessions and asynchronous resources can present challenges for the discussion-led teaching of academic skills. Microsoft Teams had greatly improved by early 2021. However, it still foregrounded the presenter’s screen when sharing slides, which did not feel conducive to discussion-based teaching. At the same time, asynchronous resources can imply that suggested models and strategies are the only solution. This issue can be compounded by a lack of direct interaction between the learning developer and students, meaning that recorded materials can appear as the embodiment of the banking model of education (Freire, 2005). The nature of the apprentices’ programme meant we had limited time to work with them directly. Our challenge required us to shape how we used the available technology to ensure that it did not determine our approach or limit opportunities for discussion-led academic skills development.

The response

Collaboration underpinned our response. As learning developers, we worked with the module co-ordinator to plan how we would support the students. Collectively we identified
the intended learning outcomes and how we could employ synchronous and asynchronous methods in an interconnected way. While the two learning developers taught three and four sessions respectively, session planning was undertaken collaboratively and enhanced by the module co-ordinator’s subject-specific expertise. This approach helped us to consider the implications of our ideas and how we could try to avoid possible pitfalls with online teaching to maximise opportunities for discussion. We jointly reflected on each session, repeatedly challenging each other to articulate how our sessions and related asynchronous activities were helping students to achieve specific learning outcomes.

This approach helped to avoid technological determinism (Kirkwood, 2014); it was vital that our students’ needs took centre stage, rather than the technology. We combined the use of asynchronous and synchronous opportunities to encourage student-led learning. Each week we met with the students for 90 minutes in a live session using Microsoft Teams. Our discussions were informed by activities the students had completed prior to the sessions, such as writing short texts or completing research tasks. These activities encouraged the students to reflect on their own study strategies and acted as a springboard for the live sessions, highlighting that the asynchronous materials were part of the learning rather than the learning itself.

Our work emphasised the partnership between the learning developers and students, as both brought suggestions to the sessions. The students were able to develop their own strategies through sharing and responding to ideas and concerns raised by the group. Early in the term, for instance, we considered the sources social workers use in their practice, focusing on legal frameworks, workplace policies and academic texts. In the subsequent asynchronous activity, the students identified sources for their assignment, which they shared in the next live session. This sequential approach provided space for the students to discuss the range and credibility of sources, alongside the challenge of synthesising materials. This example emphasises how our response encouraged the shared exploration of ideas, foregrounding the centrality of dialogue for learning (Alexander, 2020).
Recommendations

Our response to the pandemic—an event that has forced us all to keep our distance—was to emphasise the importance of partnerships. Collaborative session development requires time for learning developers and academic colleagues to share and discuss ideas. While there are always a multitude of competing pressures, we feel it is vital that these opportunities for discussion are at the core of learning developers’ practice. Working together forced us to clearly articulate what we were setting out to do. We repeatedly asked ourselves: what is the key learning and how can we bring it about?

Our students will always guide the answer to this question. In foregrounding our students’ needs, we believe we avoided the trap of technological determinism. We did not present prescriptive expectations or set formulas to our students. Instead, we provided our students with opportunities to share their perspectives to make sense of their learning. In reflecting on the engagement with the sessions, we felt that this was valued by the students. Internal metrics focusing on the students’ perceptions of this module—as well as their assignment results—were exceptionally positive. Further research on student perceptions would be informative and may form the basis of a longer paper in due course. In the meantime, the module co-ordinator’s feedback emphasised that our support was ‘crucial’ in giving the students ‘scope’ and the ‘confidence to tackle their first assignment’.

In learning from the pandemic, we recommend the reaffirmation of dialogue and collaboration at the heart of learning development.
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